
run, who cares? Puffer, on
being asked at the start of the
run whether it was to be a
classic of its type replied “no
– its just a short trail.” If that is
true, then lets have more of
them.

The uphill start soon sorted
out the men from the boys,
with the boys rapidly
disappearing over the horizon
and the men puffing at the
back., a situation reversed at
the first check which proved
surprisingly difficult to solve.
Then off via Bentleys Copse
into Winterfold , some good
up hill back checks and up to
the Ewehurst Windmill “Were
we running fast or is that last
bit shorter than I remember?”
asks Eartrumpet as we arrive at
the Pitch Hill car park. It was at
Pitch Hill with the pack
scenting home that the fun
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As usual on a Sunday at
about half past ten the peace
of a corner of Surrey is
shattered by the clashing of
gears as the assembled
motorised commodes and
Zimmer frames of SH3 descend
on the start of a new run.

This was no exception, but I
did notice that only the true
aficionados and a new face
were in evidence, was it some
dreadful trauma on a previous
BumbleandPuffer trail, the
grey skies or simply
hangovers that deterred the
multitudes. We will never
know and frankly after a good

cockup within a few seconds.
Popeye was presumably
running the trail in random
order and his trademark
anchor led the pack in totally
the wrong direction. From
there on it was a bit of a
procession, still with good
checks off to the right, but
when the hare runs straight
past his own check it is a bit of
a clue as to the solution.

The very last check, almost
within sight of the cars
seemed to cause as much
difficulty as the first,
Dormouse and I had no
problems, and followed ABBA
in., but the pack were a good
half a mug full behind and
arrived back in an hour and
twenty minutes.

started – Gibber of course saw
none of this as he was on his
own “short cut” trail back. ( we
all know what that really
means).

From the top of Pitch Hill,
where a toposcope (no the
spell checker didn’t know
what it is either) informed me
that it was exactly 25 miles to
the sea at Shoreham, the car
park was less than a mile, but
the hares laid a series of what
they thought were cunning
loops off to the right One of
these the check was missing
causing Puffer himself some
confusion, only resolved by
the hare calling on loudly.
Tequil’over was inspired to
come up with the classic
phrase “You can’t uncock a
cockup by shouting loudly”,
but the hare proved him wrong
only to have an  RA imposed

Since Piercy’s pocket
astrolabe or whatever it is,
revealed a run of only 3.05
miles, the Puffer had been
right about the length, but no
one was complaining. I’ve just
worked that out as a sparkling
2.3 miles an hour. Wow. The
circle was enlivened by the re
appearance of Shagger and a
few old faces, even a royal
visit by a current and an ex
Peay. Now I might be wrong,
but has anyone noticed
something about our still
newish RA? Since Popeye has
spent most of his time hashing
with SH3 some distance from
the pack, I think he has no idea
who is who or where he is.
Calling out one Gibber (with a
hard G) produced no response

until Gibber (soft G) guessed it
might be him, but of course
since the RA thought he was
in Peasmarsh, not Peaslake the
confusion was at least
consistent.

The Agincourt run is still on
despite the discovery that the
French are planning an
Archery practice there on the
day of the run. Only 587 years
late! On to a not too crowded
Hurtwood Inn, but before I left
the car park a small boy arrived
with parents – “Dad” he says
“ there was a funny man
putting chalk on the ground
jut now. Why?” Funny he may
have been and Why? is a
tricky one for this time of night
but it was still an excellent run.

OnOn      ERette

You CAN uncock  a  cockup by
shout ing  a  lo t .

Date 12-May-02

Hares Puffer & Bumble

Venue Peaslake

On On Hurtwood Inn



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF

sh3onsec@bigfoot.com
www.bigfoot.com/~sh3onsec

Directions:

From the A25 near Silent Pool, turn into A248 SP Albury /
Godalming. After 500 yds, turn left into New Road. Follow this
road through Farley Green, past a small car park on the right,
onto the large Car Park SP No 8 on the right.

On On On Wychanger Fields BBQ: Turn left from carpark, go
through Farley Green. First right into Brook Lane past William
IV pub, straight ahead at junction. Turn right and cross railway

Run 1414 & BBQ

Date 19-May-02

Hares Icepyck

Venue CarPark 8 Albury Heath

On On William IV (optional)

SSA New ???, Old 121 E1

OS TQ 054452 (LR???)
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1415 26-May Away: ET and SBJ
Home: Joint OCH3

Azincourt.
Epsom

1416 02-Jun OnSec & Chunderos Bookham

1417 09-Jun NOT Bald Eagle! HELLLPP!!!

1418 16-Jun GM Birthday Run TBA

1419 23-Jun Kaffir TBA

Receding Hareline:

bridge, immediately left into Hook Lane. Wychanger Fields
(Don’t confuse with Wychanger ) is 500 yards along the Lane
on left . IMPORTANT Use Burrows Lea Farm opposite
Wychanger Fields on right hand side for parking, leave ample
access to house and stables area. If in doubt, follow
someone who knows the way! Bring your own booze, food
will be provided. Tennis available - bring racquets.

Directions:

A3 south from London to Oxshott, Esher turn off. Turn left
towards Oxshott, turn left at traffic lights into Fairoak Lane.
Continue for 3 km, go over Malden Rushett lights, continue 3
km and turn right past church into Stamford Green.

Run 1415 - Not this week!

Date 26-May-02

Hares Dozy, Petal-OCH3, Stag

Venue Stamford Green

On On The Cricketers

SSA New ???, Old 53 F5

OS TQ 198608 (LR187)

This is a 2 week Runday Shag as the secratariat
are stretched! 1415 is Joint OCH3-763

Keep this for the details of the 1415 Home Hash.
Azincourters will be contacted!

The Hash Jubilee “Front Garden” Party
Is at 47 Dowlans Road Bookham
after Hash:1416 on 2nd June.

Help from volunteers for decoration and catering
required - Contact Chunderos 01372 454907


